[Surgical treatment of cervix cancer. Treatment results and data on the postoperative course over a minimum of 5 years following uniform surgery and standardized histological examination of the histological material of 1092 patients at 4 university gynecology clinics].
Treatment results of 1092 patients with operated cervical carcinoma were evaluated and assessed on the basis of data supplied by four University Clinics of gynaecology. Surgical treatment and histological processing of all surgical specimens were uniform. Indication for postoperative radiation was determined differently at the individual clinics. The treatment results obtained can be compared with one another not on the basis of clinical stage assessment; the only criterion is the histologically proven extension of the tumour, ascertained via an examination of the surgically obtained specimen. With continuous tumour growth in accordance with stage Ib, the 5-year survival rate after surgery alone was 90.5%, after additional radiation 95.6%. In case of continuous tumour growth in accordance with stage II, the 5-year survival rate after operation alone was 79.5%, after operation and radiation 83.1%. The differences in the 5-year survival rates are statistically not significant. Taking into consideration a discontinuous metastatic tumour growth in the region of the parametric tissue, the 5-year survival rate after operation alone was 72.7%, after subsequent radiation 75%, in case of metastases in the region of the lymph nodes 77.8% and 60.5%, respectively. These differences in survival rates were not statistically verifiable. Furthermore, if individual tumour parameters were tested and statistical pairing was performed, it became evident that prognosis of patients with infaust tumour criteria could not be influenced by postoperative radiation.